1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Always known as the king of commodity by industry insiders, crude oil is directly or indirectly used in all industries because of its extensive participation in our everyday life. Thus, fluctuations of crude oil play an important role in the development of the commodity and even the national economy, which attracts plenty of researchers to carry out related explorations \[[@bib23],[@bib28],[@bib40],[@bib44],[@bib50],[@bib55]\]. For instance, Gong et al. \[[@bib23]\] demonstrated that higher oil price has brought negative effects to the global economy. Mo et al. \[[@bib44]\] find oil price can promote economic growth in the long run. Under this condition, a totally different oil future comes out in China and has made more progress internationally. Rolled out on March 26, 2018 and tailor-made for international investors, the yuan-denominated oil futures is the first international futures to be listed in China. Compared with the other two famous benchmark oil futures (e.g., WTI and Brent), China's oil futures own several typical features. First, China's oil futures are settled in yuan while the other two futures are settled in dollars. Second, China's oil futures contract is based on oil with higher sulfur content, while the other two are based on all light low-sulfur oil. Third, the trading time of China's oil futures are different, which are day trading hours between 9:00am and 11:30am, 1:30pm and 3:00pm local time and night trading hours from 9:00pm to 2:30am the next day.

This milestone step is of special significance for China from following perspectives. According to the Shanghai futures exchange, the listing of Chinese crude oil future is conducive to the formation of a price system that reflects the supply and demand relationship between China and the Asia-pacific crude oil market. Remaining the world's largest importer of crude oil, however, China did not have discourse power in the pricing of international crude oil market, and this milestone step makes up for this disadvantage, and further increase China's comprehensive national strength and core competitiveness to a certain extent.[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Till now, delightful successes has been made that the trading volume of the Chinese International Energy Exchange (INE) oil futures has comprised approximately 14% of the similar futures globally, or about half that of Brent's.[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} In other words, China's oil futures is capable of taking a place the global crude market in the near future and research on the INE oil futures holds significant importance for China.

Proposed by the Chicago Board of Options Exchange (CBOE), OVX is an immediate measurement of investors' uncertainty of future crude oil prices changes, which makes OVX an interesting uncertainty index for investors, policy makers and scholars. OVX is popularly applied in the volatility forecasting of different markets, for instance, clean energy equity markets \[[@bib2],[@bib17]\], China's stock markets (\[[@bib35],[@bib58],[@bib59]\], China's commodity markets \[[@bib27]\], metal markets \[[@bib18],[@bib19]\], Bitcoin prices \[[@bib4],[@bib15]\]. From the stands of literature, with regards to the oil markets, some studies \[[@bib1],[@bib12],[@bib26],[@bib34],[@bib36]\] have also investigated the predictive ability of CBOE OVX on forecasting international oil markets volatility (e.g., WTI and Brent). For instance, Lv \[[@bib36]\] evaluates whether OVX is helpful for forecasting the WTI futures volatility based on the HAR-RV models. They find that OVX indeed positively affects oil futures RV and the larger OVX has more powerful performance than smaller ones. Haugom et al. \[[@bib26]\] examine whether OVX is capable of forecasting RV in the WTI futures market, and verify that adding OVX to the HAR-RV model makes the model better fits RV time series. Ji and Fan (2016) examine the interdependence such as direction, dynamics, magnitude and asymmetry relationship between WTI and OVX by applying a time-varying parameter (TVP) GARCH model. They find that the interdependence between the OVX changes and WTI returns is significantly negative, and the time-varying results show that it is not always negative. Chen et al. \[[@bib12]\] utilize GARCH-type models to prove that CBOE OVX owns predictive ability for WTI and Brent market. They verify that adding OVX to the GARCH-type model improves forecasting accuracy even in longer predictive periods of 5 and 20 days.

With regards to the China's crude oil futures market, researches on this market are rare. As far as we know, till now, there are nearly five literature about this newly emerging crude oil futures \[[@bib27]\]; Chen et al., 2019 \[[@bib54]\]; Li et al., 2020; Yang and Zhou, 2020). More specifically, Ji and Zhang (2019) give a relatively comprehensive introduction about China's crude oil futures. Chen et al. (2019) detect the pricing efficiency of China's crude oil futures and find the crude oil futures market has very weak-form efficiency. Wang et al. \[[@bib54]\] investigate China's crude oil futures price returns based on the multifractal characteristics, and they find the multifractality degree of China's crude oil futures is greater than WTI but weaker than Brent. Yang and Zhou (2020) investigate the return and volatility transmission between China's crude oil futures and international crude oil futures markets. Li et al. (2020) examine the relationships between Chinese crude oil futures and its two underlying crude oil spots from the perspective of hedging. However, the research on China's crude oil's volatility is extremely rare and we tryto investigate the relationship between OVX and China's oil futures volatility in this paper.

Hailing from the existing literature, two obvious features need to be extremely emphasized here, which really motivate us to carry out this research. The first is that most literature focus on the volatility of international oil markets such as WTI and Brent, and research on China's oil futures market is extremely rare. Second, the existing researches mainly focus on HAR-RV or GARCH-type models and few literatures apply MIDAS models to predict oil RV. However, we pick MIDAS models to predict oil futures RV for following reasons. First, MIDAS-RV model is capable of better reflecting heterogeneity than the HAR-RV model because HAR-RV model is a special evolution from the MIDAS-RV model \[[@bib20],[@bib21]\]; 2009). In addition, MIDAS-RV model is popularly applied and practical applications further confirm that MIDAS models obtain more powerful forecasting performances than other models \[[@bib3],[@bib38],[@bib49]\]. For instance, Santos and Ziegelmann \[[@bib49]\] find MIDAS prediction is superior to several multi-period volatility forecasting models such as HAR, MIDAS and their combination methods. Ma et al. \[[@bib38]\] find the MIDAS-RV may better reflect heterogeneity than the HAR-RV model. As far as we know, only two literature predict intraday oil futures volatility relying on MIDAS framework \[[@bib16],[@bib42]\]. Furthermore, the result of structural breaks test show structural breaks indeed exist in China's oil futures markets, which makes regime switching reasonable to be considered in our model.

In addition, Kuck and Schweikert \[[@bib30]\] and Uddin et al. \[[@bib52]\] demonstrate that regime switching is more efficient to forecast the oil market volatility. Therefore, this paper purposely investigates the predictability of OVX on China's oil futures volatility using novel Markov-regime mixed data sampling (MS-MIDAS) models.

In order to seek for the potent relationship between OVX on China's oil futures volatility, we carry out the empirical analysis as follows. First, we pick MIDAS-RV and its extended models to predict Chinese oil futures RV. The rolling window method is applied and out-of-sample forecasting performances are assessed by Model Confidence Set test (MCS). Second, we investigate the economic value of our proposed models. Third, we apply a plenty of robustness checks to evaluate our results including such as alternative realized measures (RK), alternative lags of OVX, alternative lags ($k^{max}$), out-of-sample $R^{2}$ *.* Furthermore, we investigate the asymmetric effects of OVX with regards to different trading hours and good (bad) OVX. Finally, we further discuss OVX's predictability during the highly volatile period of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Contributions of our article can be deemed from the following aspects. First, the yuan-denominated oil futures are of special significance for China from theoretical and practical perspectives. However, rare literature concentrate on Chinese oil futures and MIDAS model, maybe due to the fact that Chinese oil futures newly comes to the market. Thus, to fill this gap, we choose MIDAS models to do the predictive evaluation about COBE OVX's predictability on Chinese oil futures RV.

Second, the structural breaks test shows Chinese oil futures market indeed owns structural breaks, which makes it is reasonable for us to consider regime switching in our proposed models. Therefore, we are the first to investigate whether OVX owns forecasting ability for China's oil futures volatility based on MS-MIDAS models.

Third, we discuss the asymmetric effects of OVX. Against the special background of China's oil futures market, we consider day-time and over-night trading hours and evaluate whether OVX has different predictive performances. In addition, we compare different effects of bad and good OVX on Chinese oil futures market as well.

Fourthly, considering the startling impact that the COVID-19 pandemic has brought to the industry of global oil and gas, we make further discussion about whether OVX still contains valuable predictive information for Chinese oil market even though during the prevailing of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Several findings are obtained here. In-sample analysis shows that OVX can significantly lead to high future volatility with regard to China's oil futures market in different horizons. Via out-of-sample analysis, the MS-MIDAS model including OVX stands out in the model set, implying that considering the combination of OVX information and regime switching together can achieve more satisfying predictive performance, especially significant and robust in medium-term and long-term horizons. Moreover, we find the economic gains of MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model are the largest among our proposed models. Furthermore, we also find OVX performs better in day-time trading hours and the good OVX is more predictive for the oil futures RV than the bad OVX. During the COVID-19 pandemic, similar findings are also obtained. What's more, these results are especially significant and robust in horizons of medium-term and long-term. The remainder of our article is presented as follows. Next part makes a brief presentation of the realized measurement, benchmark and the related predictive models. Section [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} shows descriptive statistics such as the mean, standard error, skewness and kurtosis of variables. Section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} shows the predictive results from in-sample, out-of-sample prediction, economic value and robustness checks. Section [5](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} presents the discussion about OVX's asymmetric effects. Section [6](#sec6){ref-type="sec"} presents discussion about COVID-19 pandemic. Section [7](#sec7){ref-type="sec"} concludes the paper.

2. Methodology {#sec2}
==============

2.1. Realized volatility {#sec2.1}
------------------------

Produced by Andersen and Bollerslev \[[@bib5]\]; RV holds the advantages of non-parametric and easier computation \[[@bib41]\]. Following Meddahi et al. \[[@bib41]\]; for a certain trading day *t*, the squared intraday high-frequency returns can be constructed as:$$\text{RV}_{t} = \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{M}r_{t,j}^{2},$$where $r_{t,j}$represents the $j_{th}$intraday return of day *t*, $M$presents the amounts of observations.

According to Barndorff-Nielsen and Shepherd \[[@bib9]\]; RV can be presented as follows, when $\left. \text{Δ}\rightarrow 0 \right.$:$$\left. \text{RV}_{t}\rightarrow\int\limits_{0}^{t}\sigma^{2}\left( s \right)ds + \sum\limits_{0 < s \leq t}k^{2}\left( s \right), \right.$$where $\int\limits_{0}^{t}\sigma^{2}\left( s \right)ds$is the integrated variance (IV) which can be calculated by realized bi-power variation (BPV) as follows:$$\text{BPV}_{t} = \mu_{1}^{- 2}\sum\limits_{j = 2}^{1/\Delta}\left| r_{t,j} \right|\left| r_{t,j - 1} \right|,$$where $\mu_{1} = \sqrt{2/\pi} \approx 0.7979$. $\ \sum\limits_{0 < s \leq t}k^{2}\left( s \right)$presents the jump components.

2.2. The benchmark MIDAS model {#sec2.2}
------------------------------

We apply MIDAS-type models to predict RV of oil futures, and our benchmark model from Ghysels et al. \[[@bib21]\] can be expressed as follows.[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"}

Model 1: MIDAS-RV.$$\text{RV}_{t,t + h} = \beta_{0} + \beta_{1}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{k^{max}}b\left( k,\theta_{1}^{\text{RV}},\theta_{2}^{\text{RV}} \right)\text{RV}_{t - k} + \varepsilon_{t + h},$$where $RV_{t,t + h} = 1/h\left( RV_{t,t + 1} + RV_{t + 1,t + 2}\ldots + RV_{t + h - 1,t + h} \right)$, and $RV_{t - k}$denotes lags (*t-k)* of RV. For instance, $RV_{t - 1}$represents the lag one of RV. In this paper, $k^{max}$is equal to 50.

Following Ghysels et al. \[[@bib20]\]; Ghysels et al. \[[@bib21]\]; and Ghysels and Valkanov \[[@bib22]\]; the weights $b\left( {k,\theta^{RV}} \right)$can be defined as follows:$$b\left( {k,\theta^{\text{RV}}} \right) = f\left( \frac{k}{k^{max}},\theta_{1},\theta_{2}/\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k^{max}}f\left( \frac{k}{k^{max}},\theta_{1},\theta_{2} \right), \right.$$where $f\left( {x,y,z} \right) = x^{y - 1}\left( 1 - x \right)^{z - 1}/\beta\left( y,z \right)$and $\beta\left( y,z \right)$is defined as $\beta\left( {y,z} \right) = Г\left( y \right)Г\left( z \right)/Г\left( y + z \right)$ *.* Following Ma et al. \[[@bib38]\]; $\theta_{1}$within the function $b\left( {k,\theta^{RV}} \right)$is set to be 1. Thus, it is the parameter $\theta_{2}$that only determines the weighted values of RV lags. We choose this model as the benchmark and do further evaluations on its forecasting ability on oil futures volatility with the extended models.

We mainly try to evaluate whether CBOE OVX owns valuable predictive information for China's oil futures volatility based on MIDAS models in our study. As abovementioned, few studies focus on the relationship between OVX and China's oil futures volatility from a quantitative aspect. Therefore, we naturally add OVX as an additional variable to the basic MIDAS model and construct following model, which is defined as:

Model 2: MIDAS-RV-OVX.$$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{RV}_{t,t + h} = \beta_{0} + \beta_{1}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{k^{max}}b\left( k,\theta_{1}^{\text{RV}},\theta_{2}^{\text{RV}} \right)\text{RV}_{t - k}} \\
{\quad\quad\quad\ \  + \ \gamma_{1}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{k^{max}}b\left( k,\theta_{1}^{\text{OVX}},\theta_{2}^{\text{OVX}} \right)\text{OVX}_{t - k} + \varepsilon_{t + h}} \\
\end{array}$$

Uddin et al. \[[@bib52]\] and Yu and Song (2018) have verified that models with regime switching may be more efficiency to bring improvement to do predictions in energy market, especially the oil market. To detect whether structural breaks point exist within Chinese oil futures market, we apply the structural break test proposed by Lavielle and Teyssire \[[@bib31]\]. The result shows that structural break obviously exists in China's oil futures market can be obtained from [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} . Thus, against the background of China's oil futures market, it is reasonable for us to consider regime switching in the benchmark MIDAS model. Following the previous studies (e.g. Ref. \[[@bib39],[@bib51]\], we consider two regimes, high and low volatility, and build the MS-MIDAS-RV model.Fig. 1Structural break test.Fig. 1

Model 3: MS-MIDAS-RV.$$\text{RV}_{t,t + h} = \beta_{0,S_{t}} + {\beta_{1,S}}_{t}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{k^{max}}b\left( k,\theta_{1}^{\text{RV}},\theta_{2}^{\text{RV}} \right)\text{RV}_{t - k} + \varepsilon_{s_{t}},$$where $\varepsilon_{S_{t}} \sim \left( 0,\sigma_{S_{t}}^{2} \right)$, $\beta_{0,s_{t}}$, $\beta_{1,s_{t}}$are state parameters, and unobserved state variable $S_{t}$is driven by different conditions with transition probabilities. $S_{t} = 0$represents a low-volatility state, which means the oil market enjoys lower stability under this circumstance. $S_{t}$ = 1 represents a high-volatility state and it has relatively large conditional variance, in which the market has fierce fluctuation. Following Shi and Ho \[[@bib51]\] and Ma et al. \[[@bib39]\]; $S_{t}$owns a fixed two-state Markov process, and its matrix of fixed transition probability is：$$\begin{bmatrix}
\text{p}^{00} & {1 - p^{00}} \\
{1 - p^{11}} & p^{11} \\
\end{bmatrix},$$where$$p^{00} = p\left( s_{t} = 0 \middle| s_{t - 1} = 0 \right),$$ $$p^{11} = p\left( s_{t} = 1 \middle| s_{t - 1} = 1 \right),$$

To have a closer look at whether OVX can have different performances during high or low volatility period, we naturally built MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX (Model 4).

Model 4: MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX.$$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{RV}_{t,t + h} = \beta_{0,S_{t}} + {\beta_{1,S}}_{t}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{k^{max}}b\left( k,\theta_{1}^{\text{RV}},\theta_{2}^{\text{RV}} \right)\text{RV}_{t - k}} \\
{\quad\quad\quad + \gamma_{1,S_{t}}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{k^{max}}b\left( k,\theta_{1}^{\text{OVX}},\theta_{2}^{\text{OVX}} \right)\text{OVX}_{t - k} + \varepsilon_{s_{t}}} \\
\end{array}$$

Information for the typology of the four models discussed in this paper is summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} .Table 1Description of the forecasting models.Table 1ModelModel nameEquationComponent(s) includedModel 1MIDAS-RVEquation [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}Benchmark modelModel 2MIDAS-RV-OVXEquation [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}OVX indexModel 3MS-MIDAS-RVEquation [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"}Regime switchingModel 4MS-MIDAS-RV-OVXEquation [(11)](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"}Regime switching + OVX index

3. Data {#sec3}
=======

We try to evaluate whether CBOE OVX owns forecasting ability for Chinese oil futures volatility in this study. Chinese oil futures were officially listed on the Shanghai international energy trading center (INE) on March 26, 2018. Thus, we pick Chinese oil futures data ranging from March 27, 2018 to April 16, 2020. Moreover, we pick the 5-min data high-frequency data, which is a rule of thumb and can provide help to deal with market microstructure noise (Liu et al., 2015; \[[@bib16]\]. Proposed by Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE), OVX is a measurement for market's expectation for future 30-day crude oil price volatility.[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} The OVX data is from the CBOE website (<http://www.cboe.com/>). We finally gain 423 trading days for the whole sample period.

The descriptive statistics of variables are summarized in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} . From [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, we observe that all the data series skew rightly and hold the characteristics of high kurtosis. From the Jarque-Bera (JB) statistic test, we find there is no hint of Gaussian distributions within the data series at the 1% significance level. The evidence that oil RV and OVX data series own serial auto-correlations up to the 22nd order is gained from the Ljung-Box test. Finally, Augmented Dickey--Fuller (ADF) test proved that at the 1% significance level, there is no hint of unit root, which gives an evident sign that all the data series are stationary in levels.Table 2Descriptive statistics.Table 2StatisticsRVOVXdOVXwOVXmObservations423423423423Mean2.8649.43743.777129.150Std.dev3.17420.69498.063187.955Skewness4.4104.3804.6456.796Kurtosis28.31419.29821.54059.439Jarque-Bera15146.025∗∗∗7743.659∗∗∗9485.574∗∗∗64014.580∗∗∗Q (5)281.651∗∗∗1751.075∗∗∗1680.400∗∗∗1065.756∗∗∗Q (22)443.106∗∗∗3227.844∗∗∗2800.687∗∗∗1566.371∗∗∗[^1]

[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents the graphical information of oil RV and OVX index during our sample period. At a glance of [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, we observe that Chinese oil futures RV, OVX, almost have the similar volatility trajectory and possess similar spikes.Fig. 2The 5-min Chinese oil futures RV, and COBE OVX.Fig. 2

4. Empirical design {#sec4}
===================

4.1. In-sample analysis {#sec4.1}
-----------------------

It is of vital importance that in-sample forecasting is capable of predicting, and the predictive information of benchmark and extended models is contained in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} . Several findings indeed draw our attentions. Firstly, the coefficient parameters for RV within all the models are all significant at the 1% significance level, reflecting the past oil realized volatility can cause a higher volatility in the future. Besides, the parameter estimates of OVX in the MIDAS-RV-OVX model is remarkably positive at the 10% significance level in the midium-term horizon (*h* = 5) and remarkably positive at the 5% significance level in the long-term horizon (*h* = 20), indicating that OVX can predict oil market volatility especially in medium- and long-term horizons.Table 3In-sample estimation results.Table 3Model 1Model 2Model 3Model 4Panel A: *h* = 1$\beta_{0}/\beta_{0,S_{0}}$−1.721∗∗∗−1.686−1.997∗∗∗−1.743∗∗∗$\beta_{0,S_{1}}$−1.200∗∗∗−2.445∗∗∗$\beta_{1}/\beta_{1,S_{0}}$0.797∗∗∗0.6750.765∗∗∗0.523∗∗∗$\beta_{1,S_{1}}$0.855∗∗∗0.461∗∗∗$\gamma_{1}/\gamma_{1,S_{0}}$0.1410.293∗∗$\gamma_{1,S_{1}}$0.321∗$P^{00}$0.9960.996$P^{11}$1.0001.000Panel B: *h = 5*$\beta_{0}/\beta_{0,S_{0}}$−3.060∗∗∗−2.065∗∗∗−4.754∗∗∗−5.947∗∗∗$\beta_{0,S_{1}}$−2.915∗∗∗−3.571∗∗∗$\beta_{1}/\beta_{1,S_{0}}$0.629∗∗∗0.487∗∗∗0.367∗∗∗0.443∗∗∗$\beta_{1,S_{1}}$0.678∗∗∗0.594∗∗∗$\gamma_{1}/\gamma_{1,S_{0}}$0.359∗0.932∗∗∗$\gamma_{1,S_{1}}$0.019$P^{00}$0.9230.940$P^{11}$0.9550.961Panel C: *h* = 20$\beta_{0}/\beta_{0,S_{0}}$−6.611∗∗∗−7.930∗∗∗−9.807∗∗∗−13.193∗∗∗$\beta_{0,S_{1}}$−5.442∗∗∗−2.431∗∗∗$\beta_{1}/\beta_{1,S_{0}}$0.203∗∗∗0.212∗∗∗0.221∗∗∗0.954∗∗∗$\beta_{1,S_{1}}$0.384∗∗∗0.623∗∗∗$\gamma_{1}/\gamma_{1,S_{0}}$−0.295∗∗0.660∗∗∗$\gamma_{1,S_{1}}$0.163$P^{00}$0.9750.971$P^{11}$0.9740.972[^2]

Interestingly, from the coefficient values of MS-MIDAS-RV and MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX models, we find that the impacts of OVX are different to predict future oil realized volatility under high and low volatility regimes. More specifically, the impacts of OVX on predicting the oil RV are larger during low volatility regimes than high volatility regimes. Several possible reasons can be used to explain OVX's predictive power for China's oil futures market. Firstly, OVX itself is a benchmark for international oil price volatility. Second, China's oil future market plays an more and more active part in the international market, for instance, compared with 2018, it has 120% year-on-year increase in opening accounts overseas and its dealers are distributed up to 19 countries in 5 continents. Most importantly, Chinese oil futures is keeping step with other international oil markets, specifically, it owns 86.2% correlation with WTI, 92.6% correlation with Brent and 94.1% correlation with Oman.[5](#fn5){ref-type="fn"}

4.2. Out-of-sample analysis {#sec4.2}
---------------------------

There is no doubt that out-of-sample predictive ability is of vital significance for volatility forecasting, owing to it is capable of reflecting the model's future prediction performance which the market participants really focus on. To avoid the overlapping of data, we apply rolling window approach to do the prediction and make out-of-sample prediction maintain an unchangeable length (in our paper, it is 300 observations.).

### 4.2.1. Out-of-sample evaluated method {#sec4.2.1}

There is no doubt that out-of-sample predictive ability is of vital importance in volatility forecasting, because of its capacity to reflect the model's future prediction performance. To keep step with Patton \[[@bib46]\]; As a result, the $\text{QLIKE}$and $\ \text{MSE}$loss functions were applied to carry out out-of-sample evaluation. These two loss functions are defined as follows:$$\text{QLIKE} = L^{- 1}\sum\limits_{m = 1}^{L}\left( Ln\widehat{\left( \text{RV}_{L} \right.} \right) + \frac{\text{RV}_{m}}{\text{RV}_{L}},$$ $$\text{MSE} = L^{- 1}\sum\limits_{m = H + 1}^{L}\left( \text{RV}_{\text{m}} - \widehat{\text{RV}_{L}} \right)^{2},$$where $\widehat{\text{RV}_{L}}$indicates the out-of-sample forecasting realized volatility from the forecasting model, while $\text{RV}_{m}$is the actual volatility during the same period. *L* represents the length of evaluation period.

To further confirm the models' predictive performance, we combine Model Confidence Set (MCS) of Hansen et al. \[[@bib25]\] and the loss functions we have discussed above ($\text{QLIKE}$ and $\text{MSE}$expression from Equations [(12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(13)](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"} to determine which model can be kept in the set. In line with (Chkili et al., 2014), We also pick $\alpha =$0.25 to be our confidence level and obtain a model set, which contains models having more excellent predictive ability over the eliminated ones. In other words, if a model with a MCS *p*-value larger than 0.25, it can stay in the best model set and this model indeed possess a relatively satisfactory predictive performance for China's oil futures RV. Moreover, stationary bootstrap[6](#fn6){ref-type="fn"} method is picked to evaluate the interpretation of the MCS test *p*-value.

### 4.2.2. Out-of-sample forecasting results {#sec4.2.2}

The proposed models' predictive ability from MCS test is exhibited in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} . Several findings are uncovered here. From the results of MIDAS-RV-OVX and MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model, we find OVX owns information to predict oil futures RV and the MCS test *p*-value of the MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX is always larger than 0.25 and nearly equal to 1 especially during medium-term and long-term horizons. In other words, MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model has better performance in the best model set. This result shows the combination of OVX and regime switching indeed contain predictive information for China's oil futures, especially during medium-term and long-term periods. Moreover, OVX is a measurement for market's expectation for future 30-day crude oil price volatility, which maybe the reason why OVX is more significant and robust during medium-term and long-term periods. The reasons for the satisfying predictive performance of MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model can be that OVX itself is a benchmark for international oil price volatility and regime switching is really helpful for dealing with structural breaks in the energy market. This indeed trigger our deeper thinking that, although Chinese crude oil futures are settled in RMB, the commodity financialization makes the prediction of Chinese crude oil futures still need to seriously consider the international crude oil risks.Table 4Results of MCS test.Table 4Forecasting modelsQLIKEMSERangeSeimQRangeSeimQPanel A: *h* = 1MIDAS-RV0.07480.0517**0.84170.8892**MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**MS-MIDAS-RV0.07480.0289**0.46090.6597**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**0.30920.30920.84170.8892**Panel B: *h* = 5MIDAS-RV0.09540.0449**0.61940.4028**MIDAS-RV-OVX0.09540.0449**0.61940.4028**MS-MIDAS-RV0.09540.0449**0.61940.4028**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**Panel C: *h* = 20MIDAS-RV0.00080.00730.00280.0184MIDAS-RV-OVX0.00530.01670.00940.0445MS-MIDAS-RV**0.67940.6794[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}0.94490.9449**[^3]

4.3. Economic value analysis {#sec4.3}
----------------------------

It is undeniable that out-of-sample predictive performance is of vital significance for volatility forecasting. However, as "Economic Man", it cannot be neglected that market investors keep their eye closely on the economic value of the proposed model. In this part, following Guidolin and Na \[[@bib24]\]; Neely et al. (2014), Bollerslev et al. \[[@bib11]\] and Mei et al. \[[@bib42]\]; we apply a mean-variance utility method to detect the economic value of our proposed models. This function reflects an investor's assets assignments between oil futures and a risk-free asset. The utility function can be presented as:$$U_{t}\left( \widehat{r_{t}} \right) = E_{t}\left( {w_{t}^{\ast}\widehat{r_{t}} + r_{t,f}} \right) - \frac{1}{2}\gamma Var_{t}\left( w_{t}^{\ast}\widehat{r_{t}} + r_{t,f} \right),$$where $w_{t}^{\ast}$is the optimal weight of Chinese oil futures, $\widehat{r_{t}}\ $is the excess return ($\left. \widehat{r_{t}} = r_{t} - r_{t,f} \right)$, $r_{t}$is the oil futures return, and $r_{t,f}$is risk-free rate (here we apply the three-month Shanghai Interbank Offered Rate (SHIBOR)[7](#fn7){ref-type="fn"} ) and $\gamma$is a risk aversion coefficient. $w_{t}^{\ast}\widehat{r_{t}} + r_{t,f}$can be used to define portfolio return. On the (*t*+1)^*th*^ day, the ex-ante optimal weight of Chinese oil futures can be calculated by the function below:$$w_{t}^{\ast} = \frac{1}{\gamma}\left( \frac{\widehat{r_{t+1}}}{\widehat{\widehat{\text{RV}_{t+1}}}} \right),$$where $\widehat{\text{RV}_{t+1}}$stands for the prediction of Chinese oil futures' excess return on the (*t*+1)^*th*^ day, which can be obtained from historical average returns. Furthermore, $\widehat{\text{RV}_{t+1}}$are volatility forecasts of oil futures excess returns from our proposed models. We set the $w_{t}^{\ast} \in \left\lbrack - 1.5,1.5 \right\rbrack$following Zhang et al. \[[@bib60]\]. The certainty equivalent return (CER) can be written as,$$CER_{p} = \widehat{\mu_{p}} - \frac{\gamma}{2}{\widehat{\text{RV}}}_{p}^{2},$$where $\widehat{\mu_{p}}$and ${\widehat{\text{RV}}}_{p}^{2}$refer to mean and variance of portfolio returns, respectively.

The results of economic value analysis are reported in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} . The portfolio performance can be evaluated by the value of CER. First, comparing MIDAS-RV with MIDAS-RV-OVX model, CER gains of MIDAS-RV-OVX model are always larger than that of MIDAS-RV model, suggesting OVX indeed contain predictive information for China's oil futures. Second, we find that CER gains of MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model are the largest among our proposed models during different horizons. This result shows the combination of OVX and regime switching indeed contain predictive information for China's oil futures, and its predictive performance is more significant and robust during medium-term and long-term periods. In other words, the results from economic value analysis are consistent with out-of-sample results.Table 5Portfolio performance.Table 5Forecasting models$h = 1$$h = 5$$h = 20$MIDAS-RV3.15753.16952.8538MIDAS-RV-OVX3.39823.18802.8258MS-MIDAS-RV3.13583.46233.6636MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX3.35563.74833.7534[^4]

4.5. Various robustness tests {#sec4.4}
-----------------------------

### 4.5.1. Alternative realized measures {#sec4.4.1}

To further identify whether our above-mentioned results are robust or not, this section presents the application of realized kernel (RK), another commonly used variance estimator of Barndorff-Nielsen et al. \[[@bib8]\]; and it can be expressed as follows:$$\text{RK}_{t} = \sum\limits_{j = - H}^{H}k\left( \frac{j}{H + 1} \right)\gamma_{j},$$ $$\gamma_{\text{j}} = \sum\limits_{i = {|j|} + 1}^{\text{n}}r_{t,j}r_{t,i - {|j|}},$$where *k(x)* is the Parzen kernel function, and *H* is a bandwidth parameter \[[@bib7]\]. Several findings are presented here. From [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} , we find that MIDAS-RV-OVX passed MCS test in all horizons, suggesting OVX indeed offers improvement to the forecasting of oil alone. Moreover, MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX didn't passed MCS test in short-term horizon, showing that considering the combination of OVX information and regime switching together is helpful for forecasting China's oil futures market volatility and it has more satisfying predictive performance in the medium-term and long-term horizons. Therefore, these findings are consistent with what we have observed from out-of-sample results.Table 6The result of alternative realized measures (RK) with the MCS test.Table 6Forecasting modelsQLIKEMSERangeSeimQRangeSeimQPanel A: *h* = 1MIDAS-RV**1.00001.00000.94260.9426**MIDAS-RV-OVX**0.77150.77151.00001.0000**MS-MIDAS-RV0.00000.00090.00040.0007MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX0.00000.00000.00000.0001Panel B: *h* = 5MIDAS-RV0.16440.16760.24060.2013MIDAS-RV-OVX**0.35110.35110.30740.3074**MS-MIDAS-RV0.06430.03740.08280.0496MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**1.00001.00001.00001.0000**Panel C: *h* = 20MIDAS-RV**0.62080.51230.62540.5210**MIDAS-RV-OVX**0.62080.51230.62540.5210**MS-MIDAS-RV**0.2661**0.22690.24600.2197MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**1.00001.00001.00001.0000**[^5]

### 4.5.2. Alternative lags of OVX {#sec4.4.2}

We try to test different lags of variable's effects on the predicting performance of the models. Out-of-sample forecasting design choose 1 lag of OVX, and in this part, we choose 2 lags of OVX and further check the robustness of the models. [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"} presents the results. We find that MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model passed the MCS test in medium-term, and long-term horizons, showing the introduction of OVX and regime switching have more satisfying predictive performance. These results further confirm that our out-of-sample results are really robust.Table 7The result of alternative lags of OVX with the MCS test.Table 7Forecasting modelsQLIKEMSERangeSeimQRangeSeimQPanel A: *h* = 1MIDAS-RV0.08590.0528**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}0.99220.9901**MS-MIDAS-RV0.08590.0596**0.82690.9213**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX0.20200.2020**0.99220.9901**Panel B: *h* = 5MIDAS-RV0.11070.0492**0.44080.2861**MIDAS-RV-OVX0.11070.0492**0.4408**0.2427MS-MIDAS-RV0.11070.0682**0.44080.2960**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.000]{.ul}**[0]{.ul}**[1.0000]{.ul}**Panel C: *h* = 20MIDAS-RV0.00580.01440.01630.0544MIDAS-RV-OVX0.00690.02020.01630.0518MS-MIDAS-RV**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**0.74550.74550.38980.3898**[^6]

### 4.5.3. Alternative lags {#sec4.4.3}

In this section, alternative $k^{max}$value is chosen as another robustness check method. We initially choose the value of $k^{max}$to be 50. Differently, following Breitung and Roling (2015), Ma et al. \[[@bib38]\]; we set $k^{max}$ equal to 40 and60[8](#fn8){ref-type="fn"} in this part, and further carry out out-of-sample prediction. The results of alternative $k^{max}$values are presented in [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"} . We find MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model robustly has more satisfying predictive performance than other models when adopting the different $k^{max}$values (40 and 60) within different horizons especially in medium-term and long-term periods, suggesting that the combination of OVX and regime switching owns the best forecasting performance. These findings are consistent with what we have observed from out-of-sample results.Table 8The result of different $k^{max}$values with the MCS test.Table 8Forecasting models$k^{max}$ = 40$k^{max}$ = 60QLIKEMSEQLIKEMSERangeSeimQRangeSeimQRangeSeimQRangeSeimQPanel A: *h* = 1MIDAS-RV0.07820.0717**0.85660.8566**0.07970.0494**0.77750.8291**MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}0.91740.9174**MS-MIDAS-RV0.07820.07170.2262**0.4248**0.07260.0456**0.51420.6877**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX0.07820.07170.2262**0.4248**0.14430.1443**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**Panel B: *h* = 5MIDAS-RV0.01560.01990.5832**0.5815**0.04510.0413**0.32570.5056**MIDAS-RV-OVX0.01560.01990.08070.21180.09750.0873**0.65440.6892**MS-MIDAS-RV**0.27300.27300.66700.66700.27390.27390.76380.7638**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**Panel C: *h* = 20MIDAS-RV0.00350.00550.01180.04110.00260.00240.00620.0068MIDAS-RV-OVX0.00570.00880.01180.03060.00440.00340.00620.0094MS-MIDAS-RV0.08980.0898**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}0.32580.3258**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}0.60030.60030.71200.7120[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**[^7]

### 4.5.4. Alternative evaluation method {#sec4.4.4}

In this section, we try to apply another evaluation method to detect whether OVX contains valuable predictive information for forecasting the volatility within China's oil futures market. In this part, we apply out-of-sample $R^{2}$, denoted as $R_{oos}^{2}$, to detect the notable distinction in predictive ability among models. Following Paye \[[@bib48]\]; Wang et al. \[[@bib56]\] and Liang et al. \[[@bib33]\]; we also apply this statistic, which is defined as:$$R_{oos}^{2} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{t = 1}^{M}\left( \text{RV}_{t} - \text{RV}_{t}^{j} \right)^{2}}{\sum_{t = 1}^{M}\left( \text{RV}_{t} - \text{RV}_{t}^{0} \right)^{2}},j = \text{Model~}\left( 1,\ 2,\ 3,\ 4 \right),$$where $\text{RV}_{t}$is the actual realized range-based volatility, $\text{RV}_{t}^{j}$is the estimation from model $j$ *,* and $j \in \text{Model}\ \left( 0,1,\ 2,\ 3 \right)$. $RV_{t}^{0}$is the volatility forecasting from the benchmark model.

When $R_{oos}^{2}$is positive, this means the related model have an excellent predictive performance over the benchmark model. Following Clark and West \[[@bib13]\] and Mei et al. \[[@bib43]\]; we refer to the MSPE metric to do the evaluation about whether the extended models and benchmark model can exhibit different performances in predicting oil futures RV.

Results are presented in [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"} . First, the $R_{oos}^{2}\ $of MIDAS-RV-OVX model are all larger than zero in different horizons, showing OVX is able to predict China's oil futures RV. Second, the $R_{oos}^{2}\ $of MS-MIDAS-RV model are nearly larger than zero, showing regime switching indeed adds improvement to the forecasting accuracy. Third, the $R_{oos}^{2}$value of MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX is the largest during the medium-term and long-term periods, showing the consideration of OVX and regime switching together achieves the best forecasting performance, especially more significant and robust in medium-term and long-term horizons. These findings are consistent with what we have observed from out-of-sample results.Table 9Out-of-sample $R^{2}$results.Table 9Forecasting models*h* = 1*h* = 5*h* = 20$R_{OOS}^{2}$(%)MSPE-Adj.*p*-value$R_{OOS}^{2}$(%)MSPE-Adj.*p*-value$R_{OOS}^{2}$(%)MSPE-Adj.*p*-valueMIDAS-RV-OVX2.96211.45130.07330.23851.63540.05103.87372.23040.0129MS-MIDAS-RV−7.7173−1.23020.89078.65052.17470.014842.55114.39050.0000MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX1.31411.50690.065939.08533.25870.000644.20596.67040.0000[^8]

### 4.5.5. Recursive (expanding) estimation window {#sec4.4.5}

Due to the reality that China's oil futures oil futures are newly introduced to investors, it is an unchangeable objective fact that the data sample period of China's oil futures is relatively short. Following Zhang et al. \[[@bib60]\] and Ma et al. \[[@bib37]\]; we apply recursive (expanding) estimation window to do the evaluation, which can minimize loss of freedom and protect the original data information as much as possible. The results of recursive (expanding) estimation window are presented in [Table 10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"} . We find that MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model not only passed the MCS test in all the horizons, but also the *p*-values of MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model are all equal to 1. This confirms that the combination of OVX and regime switching in MIDAS framework indeed improve the predictive performance. These results are consistent with our results above mentioned.Table 10Recursive (expanding) estimation window.Table 10Forecasting modelsQLIKEMSERangeSeimQRangeSeimQPanel A: *h* = 1MIDAS-RV0.18000.17290.2313**0.3566**MIDAS-RV-OVX**0.44880.44880.34440.3566**MS-MIDAS-RV0.18000.11580.1977**0.3566**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**Panel B: *h* = 5MIDAS-RV0.04800.07690.19160.2481MIDAS-RV-OVX0.1348**0.2909**0.19160.2481MS-MIDAS-RV**0.41900.41900.30710.3071**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**Panel C: *h* = 20MIDAS-RV0.03520.03800.15910.1163MIDAS-RV-OVX0.02020.0209**0.34830.4244**MS-MIDAS-RV0.13430.1343**0.34830.4244**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**[^9]

### 4.5.6. Controlling VIX {#sec4.4.6}

With the integration of the global economy, it's undeniable that more and more intimate correlations exist between oil market and stock market \[[@bib6],[@bib32],[@bib57]\]. For instance, Asteriou and Bashmakova \[[@bib6]\] find oil price beta is negative and statistically significant to stock returns. In this part, we try to control the impact of volatility transmission from stock market and make further evaluation.

Proposed by Chicago Board of Options Exchange (CBOE), VIX (Volatility Index) is often regarded as the "fear index" and it is a measure of the implied volatility in future 30-day stock index options. Thus, we add VIX index to control the effect from stock market. Results of the MCS test are presented in [Table 11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"} . We find the performance of MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX-VIX model is more robust in medium-term and long-term horizons, showing the combination of OVX information and regime switching together is still helpful for forecasting China's oil futures market volatility when controlling the effect from stock market. This is in accordance with our out-of-sample results.Table 11Results of MCS test with controlling VIX.Table 11Forecasting modelsQLIKEMSERangeSeimQRangeSeimQPanel A: *h* = 1MIDAS-RV-VIX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**0.26870.1584MIDAS-RV-OVX-VIX0.12420.11700.26870.1584MS-MIDAS-RV-VIX0.12420.11700.16750.1584MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX-VIX0.09290.0455**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**Panel B: *h* = 5MIDAS-RV-VIX0.12080.08470.19560.1262MIDAS-RV-OVX-VIX0.12080.06370.19560.1262MS-MIDAS-RV-VIX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**0.19560.1262MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX-VIX**0.60720.6072[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**Panel C: *h* = 20MIDAS-RV-VIX0.01100.00470.21550.1613MIDAS-RV-OVX-VIX0.01890.01700.21550.2175MS-MIDAS-RV-VIX**0.55440.5544[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX-VIX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}0.71080.7108**[^10]

5. Asymmetric effects {#sec5}
=====================

5.1. Different trading hours {#sec5.1}
----------------------------

Different from international oil futures such as WTI and Brent oil futures which continuously trade for nearly 23 h, Chinese oil futures owns different trading hours. More specially, the day-time trading hours of Chinese oil futures ranges from 9:00am to 03:00pm, with totally 135-min breaks, while the over-night trading hours covers the periods from 09:00pm to 2:30am (the next day) with no breaks. Thus, it remains to be an extremely interesting question that does OVX plays a different role in day-time trading hours and over-night trading hours? If so, which trading hours is more active for OVX's performance, day-time trading hours or over-night trading hours? In this section, we do evaluation to detect OVX's asymmetric effects on Chinese oil futures during day-time and over-night trading hours.

The results of our proposed models' predictive performance in different trading hours are presented in [Table 12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"} . Several findings can be obtained. First, during the day-time trading hours, the MCS *p*-values of MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model are equal to 1 in the horizons of 5 days and 20 days. This suggests that the combination of OVX and regime switching indeed brings improvement to the models' forecasting accuracy, especially significant and robust in the medium-term and long horizons. Second, during the over-night trading hours, MIDAS-RV-OVX and MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX passed the MCS test, verifying that OVX really contains predictive information for Chinese oil futures and the consideration of regime switching is also helpful to improve forecasting accuracy. These results are consistent with our previous findings. Most interestingly, comparing the models' performances in day-time and over-night trading hours, we find OVX is more predictive for China's oil futures market in the day-time trading hours rather than the over-night trading hours.Table 12The results of trading hours with the MCS test.Table 12Forecasting models*h* = 1*h* = 5*h* = 20QLIKEMSEQLIKEMSEQLIKEMSERangeSeimQRangeSeimQRangeSeimQRangeSeimQRangeSeimQRangeSeimQPanel A: Day (9:00--15:00)MIDAS-RV**0.67870.73690.63200.6700**0.08260.05550.03800.02300.09370.18700.03220.0177MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**0.08260.05320.01950.0189**0.46510.4330**0.07250.0697MS-MIDAS-RV**0.98550.99070.63220.68440.25970.2597**0.06290.0629**0.46510.43300.89130.8913**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**0.98550.99070.95850.9585[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**Panel B: Night (21:00--02:30)MIDAS-RV**0.56530.62030.91330.9126[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}0.91130.9113[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}0.89870.8987**MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}0.91330.9017**0.00980.0675**0.07730.28540.40210.29860.38090.3236**MS-MIDAS-RV**0.28180.4351[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**0.2099**0.3994[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}0.40210.2986[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**0.56530.62030.86230.84550.96030.96030.81070.79150.40210.29070.3809**0.1780[^11]

5.2. Good and bad OVX {#sec5.2}
---------------------

Patton and Sheppard \[[@bib47]\] firstly propose the method of decomposing RV into good and bad volatility and evaluate whether downside and upside risk can trigger different effects by using realized semi-variance estimators \[[@bib7]\]. This method is popularly applied in volatility forecasting and modeling \[[@bib10],[@bib11],[@bib29]\]. Inspired by them, we classify OVX into good and bad OVX and evaluate whether they have asymmetric performances and they can be presented as:$$\text{OVX}_{t}^{+} = \text{OVX}_{t} \ast I\left( r_{t} \geq 0 \right)$$ $$\text{OVX}_{t}^{-} = \text{OVX}_{t} \ast I\left( r_{t} < 0 \right)$$where $I_{()}$ is the indicator function, and $r_{t}$is the return of Chinese oil futures. $\text{OVX}_{\text{t}}^{+}$($\text{OVX}_{\text{t}}^{-}$) can be calculated as the sum of all available positive (negative) OVX.

In this part, we apply out-of-sample $R^{2}$test to assess the models' predictive performance, and MIDAS-RV-OVX is the benchmark model. The good and bad OVX can be denoted as OVXp and OVXn respectively. We add OVXp and OVXn to the benchmark model and obtained MIDAS-RV-OVXp and MIDAS-RV-OVXn model. Similarly, MIDAS-RV-OVXp and MIDAS-RV-OVXn model can be obtained by adding regime switching. [Table 13](#tbl13){ref-type="table"} presents the results of our proposed models' predictive performances. Several findings are gained. First, the $R_{oos}^{2}$of MIDAS-RV-OVXn model and MS-MIDAS-RV-OVXn model are all negative through all the horizons, showing the bad OVX does not contribute to the forecasting performance. Second, the$\text{~R}_{\text{oos}}^{2}\ $of MIDAS-RV-OVXp model and MS-MIDAS-RV-OVXp model are all larger than zero in the medium-term and long-term horizons, suggesting the good OVX is more powerful than the bad OVX to improve the forecasting accuracy, especially robust in the medium-term and long periods.Table 13Out-of-sample $R^{2}$results.Table 13Forecasting models*h* = 1*h* = 5*h* = 20$R_{OOS}^{2}$(%)MSPE-Adj.*p*-value$R_{OOS}^{2}$(%)MSPE-Adj.*p*-value$R_{OOS}^{2}$(%)MSPE-Adj.*p*-valueMIDAS-RV-OVXp−17.09680.78230.2170−5.66441.18780.117517.56513.05990.0011MIDAS-RV-OVXn−178.97790.18600.4262−119.8987−0.77260.7801−37.90292.53440.0056MS-MIDAS-RV-OVXp−23.47550.57340.283221.27282.63600.004269.44795.11320.0000MS-MIDAS-RV-OVXn−205.5939−0.12480.5497−22.52550.69650.2430−84.37002.79050.0026[^12]

6. The effect of COVID-19 pandemic {#sec6}
==================================

It's worth mentioning the startling outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic during the sample period, which had great economic impact worldwide and brought fierce threats to the industry of global oil and gas. Volatility has always been a challenging element of the oil and gas market but it is this coronavirus that makes the oil fluctuation been more extreme than it is before. More importantly, the International Energy Agency (IEA) has noted that, both the COVID-19 outbreak and the global oil industry, the part played by China, has changed totally in the last two decades. Moreover, according to IEA, since 2003, China's oil demand had more than doubled, and by 2019, China's oil growth accounted for more than 80% of global oil demand growth.[9](#fn9){ref-type="fn"} Thus, it is such an interesting issue for us to detect whether OVX contain predictive information for China's oil futures market during the COVID-19 pandemic.

In this section, the predictive sample period ranges from December 08, 2019 to April 16,2020 [10](#fn10){ref-type="fn"}. And we finally get 77 observations for the COVID-19 pandemic discussion. The results are presented in [Table 14](#tbl14){ref-type="table"} . It is unsurprising that the MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model still stands out in the best model set, which can be observed from the evidence that the *p*-values of MCS test for the MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model are all equal to 1 in all horizons. This finding further show the combination of OVX and regime switching is still does good to improve the forecasting accuracy for Chinese oil futures during the highly volatile period of the COVID-19 pandemic. And this result is consistent with our previous findings.Table 14Results of MCS test during coronavirus crisis.Table 14Forecasting modelsQLIKEMSERangeSeimQRangeSeimQPanel A: *h* = 1MIDAS-RV0.09990.0585**0.57680.5369**MIDAS-RV-OVX0.09990.06250.2975**0.4379**MS-MIDAS-RV0.09990.0585**0.57680.5369**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**Panel B: *h* = 5MIDAS-RV0.17320.1066**0.44660.3430**MIDAS-RV-OVX0.20000.13000.1753**0.3003**MS-MIDAS-RV0.20000.1300**0.44660.3430**MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**Panel C: *h* = 20MIDAS-RV0.00070.00210.00760.0026MIDAS-RV-OVX0.00070.00130.00760.0022MS-MIDAS-RV0.05310.05310.00760.0045MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX**[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}[1.0000]{.ul}**[^13]

7. Conclusions {#sec7}
==============

This article mainly examines the predictive ability of COBE OVX on China's oil futures volatility on the basis of MS-MIDAS models. Empirical results show that OVX indeed offer improvement to the forecasting accuracy of oil RV. Evidence also implies that regime switching indeed adds improvement to the forecasting accuracy. Moreover, considering the combination of OVX and regime switching owns the best forecasting performance in the MCS test, and performs robustly in various robustness checks of alternative realized measures (RK), alternative lags of OVX, alternative lags ($k^{\text{max}}$), out-of-sample$\ R^{2}$, especially during medium-term and long-term horizons.

Moreover, we discuss the economic value of the proposed models and find MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model significantly owns the largest economic value. In addition, the results about OVX's asymmetric effects concerning different trading hours and good (bad) OVX further confirm that OVX performs better in day-time trading hours and the good OVX is more predictive for the oil futures RV than the bad OVX. Furthermore, we make further discussion to detect whether OVX still contains valuable predictive information for China's oil market even though in the prevailing of COVID-19 pandemic. We find that MS-MIDAS-RV-OVX model are always robustly outperforms other models even in this the highly volatile period, implying the combination of OVX and regime switching is really does good to improve the forecasting accuracy even during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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The code is available upon request.

We clean the OVX index by $\frac{\left( {OVX/100} \right)^{2}}{252}$, $\frac{\left( {OVX/100} \right)^{2}}{52}$,$\ \frac{\left( {OVX/100} \right)^{2}}{12}$ to construct daily, weekly and monthly OVX, which can be presented as OVXd, OVXw and OVXm respectively.

These numbers can be obtained from <http://www.ine.cn/news/area/2801.html>.

About the MCS *p*-value computation, more technical details can be found in Hansen et al. \[[@bib25]\].

The data can be obtained from <http://www.resset.cn/>.

We further examined other lag lengths and the results are very similar.

<https://www.eia.gov/>.

Refer to "In December 2019" in Zhou et al. \[[@bib61]\].

[^1]: ***Notes:*** This table shows the descriptive statistics for all variables, including time series of RV and OVX. The whole sample period ranges from March 27, 2018 to April 16, 2020 containing 423 trading days. Following Jarque and Bera (1987), we set the null hypothesis of normal distribution for each variable. Ljung and Box (1978) propose the Ljung-Box statistic called Q(n), in our study, we test the 5th and 22nd order serial correlation. Asterisk ∗∗∗, ∗∗ and ∗ denote rejections of null hypothesis at 1%, 5% and 10% level. In this table, *p* value less than 0.1 are meaningful.

[^2]: ***Notes:*** This table shows the parameter estimation results from an in-sample perspective. $\beta_{0}$is the constant term. $\beta_{1}$and $\gamma_{1}$present the coefficient of RV and OVX respectively. $S_{0}$and $S_{1}$indicate the low and high volatility respectively. $P^{00}$and $P^{11}$are the probability value of the transition matrix. Different horizons *h* = 1, 5, 20 are shown in Panel A, B, C as well. Asterisk ∗∗∗, ∗∗ and ∗ denote rejections of null hypothesis at 1%, 5% and 10% level. In this table, *p* value less than 0.1 are meaningful.

[^3]: ***Notes:*** This table shows the results of MCS test, and the *p*-value is calculated according to the range and semi-quadratic (SeimQ) statistics. Two criteria, i.e., QLIKE and MSE are adapted. The *p*-values \> 0. 25 and *p*-values = 1 are overstriking and underlined. Different horizons *h* = 1, 5 and 20 are shown in Panel A, B, C. In this table, the MCS test *p*-value of 1indicates a better prediction.

[^4]: ***Notes:*** This table reports the CER for a mean-variance function, which reflects an investor's assets assignments between oil futures and a risk-free asset.

[^5]: ***Notes:*** This table exhibits models' MCS *p*-values with alternative realized measures (RK). The forecasts for different horizons *h* = 1, 5 and 20 are shown in Panel A, B, C. In this table, the MCS test *p*-value of 1indicates a better prediction.

[^6]: ***Notes:*** This table exhibits models' MCS *p*-values with alternative lags of OVX, more specifically, we choose the two lags of OVX. The forecasts for different horizons of *h* = 1, 5, 20 are shown in Panel A, B, C. In this table, the MCS test *p*-value of 1indicates a better prediction.

[^7]: ***Notes:*** This table exhibits models' MCS *p*-values. The forecasts for different horizons *h* = 1, 5, 20 are shown in Panel A, B, C, and the different $k^{max}$(40, 60) are shown in different columns. In this table, the MCS test *p*-value of 1indicates a better prediction.

[^8]: ***Notes:*** The value of $R_{OOS}^{2}$is calculated in Equation [(19)](#fd19){ref-type="disp-formula"}. This table shows out-of-sample performance of models' evaluation by $R_{OOS}^{2}$and MSPE-adjusted statistic. If $R_{oos}^{2} > 0$, implying that corresponding model outperform the benchmark model.

[^9]: ***Notes:*** In this part, we apply recursive (expanding) estimation window to do the evaluation. The forecasts for different horizons *h* = 1, 5, 20 are shown in panel A, B and C, and the predictive results are shown in different columns. In this table, the MCS test *p*-value of 1indicates a better prediction.

[^10]: ***Notes:*** This table exhibits models' MCS *p*-values by adding VIX index, which is constructed similar with OVX. The forecasts for different horizons *h* = 1, 5 and 20 are shown in Panel A, B, C. In this table, the MCS test *p*-value of 1indicates a better prediction.

[^11]: ***Notes:*** This part shows the results of the models during day-time and over-night trading hours. The forecasts for different horizons *h* = 1, 5, 20 are shown in different columns, and the results of different trading hours (day and night) are shown in Panel A, B. In this table, the MCS test *p*-value of 1indicates a better prediction.

[^12]: ***Notes:*** In this part, the benchmark model is MIDAS-RV-OVX model. This table shows out-of-sample performance of models' evaluation by $R_{OOS}^{2}$and MSPE-adjusted statistic. If $R_{oos}^{2} > 0$, implying that corresponding model outperform the benchmark model.

[^13]: ***Notes:*** This table show the results of MCS test during the coronavirus crisis. The forecasting period ranges from December 01, 2019 to April 16, 2020, and contains 77 observations. In this table, the MCS test *p*-value of 1indicates a better prediction.
